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Constants and certainties in schooling.  Thank you for inviting me. This morning I want to present a personal perspective on what seems to be the current state of schooling in Australia. Much of my work is national; in evaluation, review, curriculum and pedagogy. What I have to say reflects a response to what I see. My observations are generalised: they are not about particular schools or teachers and, as I am largely unfamiliar with St Mary’s College, you can bring your professional judgements to bear as educators on the relevance of what I have to say to your situation, and whether you agree with me or not. There are always different perspectives, and more than one way to skin the educational cat. 
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Presentation Notes
In my talk I will be stressing the importance of the professional individual and professional task groups. Our professional concerns are common to each of us, whether we agree on details or approaches. All of us want to see more learning occurring among our students. This desire is simply stated and we ought to state it more frequently, and more simply than perhaps we do. Each child in the school should understand that this is what we about, all of us here today. Learning, learning, learning.In my talk I will be stressing the importance of the professional individual and professional task groups. Our professional concerns are common to each of us, whether we agree on details or approaches. All of us want to see more learning occurring among our students. This desire is simply stated and we ought to state it more frequently, and more simply than perhaps we do. Each child in the school should understand that this is what we about, all of us here today. Learning, learning, learning.In my talk I will be stressing the importance of the professional individual and professional task groups. Our professional concerns are common to each of us, whether we agree on details or approaches. All of us want to see more learning occurring among our students. This desire is simply stated and we ought to state it more frequently, and more simply than perhaps we do. Each child in the school should understand that this is what we about, all of us here today. Learning, learning, learning.



IT’ SIMPLE…

• LEARNING
• LEARNING
• LEARNING

Comes from:
• TEACHING
• TEACHING
• TEACHING
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And learning comes from teaching, teaching, teaching. We do not all teach alike or in the same ways, but we all want learning to be maximised, and we can all improve our craft, art, science or whatever term you choose to describe your professional  activities. But we will never all teach alike: we do not have to improve to a common norm.  ‘Teaching’ and ‘learning’ are old-fashioned words, but I will be using them, and other less-contemporary words, a great deal during this talk. This is not a hankering for the past, I am old enough to remember many of the dreadful things that happened in schools in ‘the good old days’. There is no sense of ‘going back to basics’ in what I have to say, because we have never left them. Students today need no less skills in reading or writing or ‘rithmatic’, than did students in the 50’s or 60’s, as they do in every society and culture. Our problem is that there are additional and new sorts of ‘basics’ that students need to be engaged, productive and happy citizens of 21st Century Australia. ‘Teaching’ and ‘learning’ are our professional base words and we ought not let go of them lightly. I think, however, that there has been some confusing thinking and practice about them within current educational and curriculum theories, which I will discuss later.  I have started with ‘teaching’ and ‘learning’, as well as ‘schooling’ (despite the instrumentalist implications it has for some educators), because I want them in the forefront of your thinking and to value them, because what we do is coming under a bit of an attack of late, and frankly we seem to be in a bit of a mess. 



Naganga Maruge is 85 and lives in Kenya. He was illiterate and 
received no formal schooling.

When the government promised free education for all in 2004, he took 
his cane, collected the school uniform, and went off to first grade.

“I’m very happy in my heart. Now I know about writing, and I can add 
one plus one. I can read my name…”

“I want to learn the computer”

“I can say ‘I went to school like everybody else’ “.



Some critics…
Pell's text message: English 

syllabus has no morals

Jill Rowbotham, Religious affairs writer 
September 22, 2005 

SCHOOLS that abandoned traditional English 
programs in favour of "critical literacy" were 
trying to make students agents of social 
change, Cardinal George Pell warned 
yesterday.

In a speech in Canberra yesterday, the 
Catholic archbishop said some schools were 
placing too much focus on texts that 
normalised "moral and social disorder". 

• "While parents wonder why their children have 
never heard of the Romantic poets, Yeats or 
the Great War poets, and never ploughed 
through a Bronte, Orwell or Dickens novel, 
their children are engaged in analysing a 
variety of 'texts', including films, magazines, 
advertisements and even road signs as part of 
critical literacy," Cardinal Pell declared. 

States rated on Year 12 excellence
Samantha Maiden
September 24, 2005 

• STATES will have their Year 12 English, 
maths, physics and chemistry courses ranked 
in order of excellence in an attempt to stop 
"dumbed down" curriculums short-changing 
Australian students.

Federal Education Minister Brendan Nelson 
has confirmed plans to introduce a national 
report card for key subjects

• "I am concerned that standards are being 
dumbed down," Dr Nelson said yesterday. 
"These rankings, if you like, will not be done 
by me. I expect the experts in mathematics 
and physics to tell me, and tell Australia, what 
is the highest standard in Australia down to 
the lowest." 

• "All students need to be taught contemporary 
literacy, film and television, but we are in an 
environment where increasingly the kids are 
studying Buffy the Vampire Slayer and Big 
Brother instead of Jane Austen and Bronte," 
he told The Weekend Australian.
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Let us look at the attack first, and the mess second. There are the current criticisms of politicians. We are seen by many of these, not just by our Federal Minister Brendan Nelson, to be both elitist in focussing only on students for university, and, obversely, of being too soft, with ‘watered-down’, ‘mickey-mouse’, ‘post-modernist curricula’. Many religious and moral leaders share the concern about the rigour of schooling and its moral aimlessness. Journalists and writers have criticised the impenetrability of the language we use to describe what we do. Don Watson has had a field day in Tasmania with their ‘essential learnings’, the fact that the Department there has published a ‘jargon-buster’ guide for parents to explain them and that the ‘jargon-buster’ guide itself is jargon ridden. Some see us, as a total profession, as being obscure and obtuse to parents and the community.  The hard thing for me is that I agree with many of the criticisms that have been made, whilst disagreeing with the assumptions behind those criticisms and despairing of the ignorance of the day-to-day work of teachers and schools that the explanation of the criticisms by those outside the profession display. As I travel around schools in Australia, I am concerned about the depth of learning I see among some students: enough of it for me to be worried. I am not worried about the moral content or course structures, but I am worried about course content and the depth of knowledge gained by students and the extent of knowledge application and creation. And I am worried by the literacy levels of many of our secondary (and tertiary) students. Most of the research into retention shows that if students can read and write at an appropriate level, they will stay at school. So although I despair at being in the company of some of our critics and I distrust their motives and reject most of their analysis, I think we have some professional problems.



• MESS

• MUSH

• MESH
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I now think that, in the big picture, schooling and curriculum is in a bit of a mess. We have allowed progressive education to be distorted, so that, like the traditional academic, competitive curriculum, it ‘works’ for the middle class but fails the working class. Students with sound linguistic skills and extensive cultural capital are being ‘progressed’, whilst students from impoverished economic circumstances are being bewildered and under-educated.  The fact that there is a mess is not entirely our fault. Progressive education was distorted by what has come to be known as the ‘outcomes’ movement. All state curricula frameworks are based on the identification of outcomes, generalised statements of things that should be learned. ‘Outcomes’ emerged from the application of economic rationalist economics to education, which had focussed for too long on the ‘incomes’ and ‘inputs’ as a measure of quality (things like class size, teacher qualifications etc) and not enough on the ‘outputs’ (retention, participation) and ‘outcomes’ (what the student body can know, do and understand). Progressive educators like myself, tried to harness this movement and turn it into something worthwhile. We failed.



Making a hash of it…

• I am very anxious to return to my classroom 
and teach science. Constructivism has taught 
me that I do not need to know any science in 
order to teach it. I will simply allow my 
students to figure things out for themselves, 
for I know there is no right answer. 

(Richardson, p1630)
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‘Outcomes’ were incorporated into an emerging pedagogical theory, ‘constructivism’, and many in our profession became strongly ideologically bound to this teaching theory. Many have used it successfully to expand the learning of students, many present a commitment to it but have not changed their practice significantly and yet others have allowed it to prevail over sensible teaching and useful curriculum programming to the disadvantage of their students.  As Virginia Richardson points out from her classroom observations in the USA, there are two problems. The first is that ‘constructivism’ is a learning theory, not a teaching theory. It is a useful learning theory based in student engagement, student-centred learning and the recognition of student created knowledge, but it can be adapted into integrated, disciplinary, traditional or alternative or free-flowing or whatever a professional’s preferred pedagogies are. The second problem is that excellent teachers who are not constructivists have somehow been made to feel inadequate and anti-child. It does not account for variability in successful practice. Ideology, an ‘input’ has replaced effectiveness as a measure of quality. That’s messy. There is also some ‘mush’ in our current structures. This confusion among a learning and teaching theory means, as silly as it sounds, that we have confused the role of teachers and students. The comments of a student in a primary teacher education course illustrate this confusion well:I am very anxious to return to my classroom and teach science. Constructivism has taught me that I do not need to know any science in order to teach it. I will simply allow my students to figure things out for themselves, for I know there is no right answer. (Richardson, p1630)



• We would not call someone ‘bilingual’ unless 
she has mastered more than one language.  I 
don’t call courses ‘interdisciplinary’ unless the 
user has mastered more than one discipline. 
Most of what is called interdisciplinary work 
before high school is really pre-disciplinary 
work… schools will show their worth if they 
succeed in inculcating those precious habits 
of mind called the disciplines.

• (Howard Gardner, ‘The Constructivist 
Classroom’, Educational Leadership, 1999.)
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Another ‘mushiness’ is evident in the ways that curriculum frameworks have retained disciplinary knowledge learning areas (Science, English) whilst failing to rework them within the context of the explosion of knowledge, the access to knowledge enabled by technologies and changing cultural structures of their disciplinary knowledge. Rather than productively reengineering disciplinary knowledge then, they have been integrated within and across learning programs, and overlayed with essential learnings, as a means of ensuring some cohesive and socially significant learning for children occurs. Many primary education frameworks take their students to the ‘interdisciplinary’ before they have learned ‘disciplinarily’. Howard Gardner has railed against this trend:We would not call someone ‘bilingual’ unless she has mastered more than one language.  I don’t call courses ‘interdisciplinary’ unless the user has mastered more than one discipline. Most of what is called interdisciplinary work before high school is really pre-disciplinary work… schools will show their worth if they succeed in inculcating those precious habits of mind called the disciplines.(Howard Gardner, ‘The Constructivist Classroom’, Educational Leadership, 1999.)



ANAGRAMS FOR

ESSENTIAL LEARNINGS

Take your pick…
• General saintliness

or
• Satan engineers ills

or
• Tireless, inane slang
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The ‘essential learnings’ have been described as the highest order learning outcomes of the curriculum, yet they remain largely poorly identified, middle-class in exposition and not clearly assessed or reported. They are a device that attempts to bring depth to the mess and to make the mush coherent. The ‘essential learnings’ have been described as the highest order learning outcomes of the curriculum, yet they remain largely poorly identified, middle-class in exposition and not clearly assessed or reported. They are a device that attempts to bring depth to the mess and to make the mush coherent. 



There is a limit to what curriculum frameworks can achieve in the 
classroom…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The SACSA Framework encapsulates this ‘mush’. It is ideologically highly consistent and theoretically driven, but is weighed down with its overlays and complexities, and its theory has become a dogma. Its outcomes are in most cases unclear, based on a ‘big’, ‘bigger’ and ‘even bigger’ model as it moves up the Bands. Each outcome is double barrelled: including knowledge, process and essential learnings within each single outcome. What is a successful student demonstrating here? It is a one-size fits all framework, to be contextualized and localised. It is the most sophisticated curriculum structure in Australia and possibly the world, and one I accept some responsibility for. It is the fashion equivalent of haute couture, of Dolce & Gabbana or Largerfeld, when our schools and their capacities are more your David Jones, Target or Best & Less equivalents. It is in the end, unteachable.



And how am I to face the odds
Of man’s bedevilment and God’s?
I, a stranger and afraid
In a world I never made.

(A.E. Houseman,1922)
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Beyond the ‘mess’ and ‘mush’, our teachers are expected to work in a ‘mesh’, like those three dimensional climbing cages we clambered through as kids. Within this mesh are a host of curriculum imperatives that if included will engage our students in technologies, environmental and social improvement, in addressing inequities, inter-culturality and economic advancement: all important and worthwhile but inadequately differentiated and prioritised. It’s a big ask of teachers.



Teaching is complex…

social political

historical institutional

EXPECTATIONS: ACCOUNTABILITIES

Teacher knowledge & 
conceptualisation of 
learning: including 
ethics, values and 
dispositions

Teacher 
standards: 
knowledges, 
skills & 
values

Teaching 
conditions 
including 
programs, 
students, 
facilities

LEARNING: 
knowledges, 
skills, values, 
behaviours

Scarino, Papademetre, Dellit 2003
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Many teachers manage to work within this paradigm with great success and enthusiasm, implementing not the detail but what they understand as the intent of the frameworks. Some teachers continue what they have always done but can explain what they do within the rhetoric of the new dogma. Still others half-understand the theory and intent and make a hash of it.  Many other teachers are feeling lost, as though they are functioning in an alien environment of imposed expectations, singular professional rhetoric and preferred pedagogies. And how am I to face the oddsOf man’s bedevilment and God’s?I, a stranger and afraidIn a world I never made.(A.E. Houseman,1922)Many of these teachers are effective professional practitioners. Professor Alan Luke at a recent conference in Singapore, described a massive exercise which identifyied a large number of highly effective teachers in Singapore and collected profiling information on them. There was no singular way that the teachers could be grouped: by age, gender, training, history or pedagogical drivers or approach. They shared no single common aspect across all their profiling indicators. There are, as I have said, many ways to skin the educational cat. Teachers and their professional knowledge, dispositions and skills are the way through this mess. It is not an impenetrable mess, perhaps not even a big one, and at an individual school level, there may not be much of a mess at all. Perhaps nothing needs consideration at St Mary’s. You must decide that, but you will not be immune from the social and community concerns that will become stronger as the Australian-wide mess is examined and critiqued. Teaching is not a simple activity. It is complex and draws not only on the professionalism of teachers but their ethical frameworks, their histories and is shaped by the expectations placed on them, their work contexts, and the social, economic, political and cultural forces acting on them, their students and the school.



AVOID ‘BUSY WORK’…

“ACTIVE INERTIA”:
responding to changed 
conditions by doing too 
much, unfocussed, activity.

• Strategic frameworks 
become blinders.

• Processes harden into 
routines.

• Relationships become 
shackles.

• Values harden into 
dogmas.

Donald N Sull: Why good 
companies go bad; 2000
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There is no need for massive curriculum reform managed by systems from above. We do not need any more super-structures or curriculum frameworks. The improvement of learning need not be managed by anybody external to the school. We need a contextualised and localised school by school, faculty by faculty, teacher by teacher improvement based on all that we know about our work, and that accepts an intention to improve learning, student by student. In order to work our way through to an un-messy education situation, we need to apply our professional knowledge to what we do as a teacher, as a faculty or group, as a school and as a professional community. In doing this we must avoid an outbreak of ‘busy work’, what Donald Sull calls, ‘active inertia’, where professionals respond to change by doing too much, unfocussed activity. He also warns of those processes that lead to failure:strategic frameworks becoming blindersprocesses hardening into routinesrelationships becoming shackles, and values hardening into dogmas.



CERTAINTIES

CONSTANTS

• Ethics
• Professionalism
• Contextual change
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As a professional starting point, let us return to our professional certainties and educational constants.For example, I began this talk by stating that we all believe that education improves both individuals and our society. It increases the capacities and capabilities of individuals and our and their society. This is an example of a global certainty. I believe almost all the people in the world believe this to be true. Some question the kinds of education provided to people but not the value of education, of learning and the acquisition of knowledge, skills, dispositions and values.  As we become more specific, we will disagree about our ‘certainties’. You may not agree with me on the transformative capacities for learning that I believe are inherent in ICTs, or that a singular phonic-based or a singular ‘whole word’ base for teaching reading in English is deficient. You may not accept my conviction that all students need inter-cultural capabilities and that these can only be gained by the inclusion of second language learning.  If I worked with you on a daily basis I would want to know your certainties and I would want you to know mine. We would also discover those ethical drivers of our behaviours and attitudes. I would want to focus on the statement of those that we share and on an exploration of those we don’t. Disagreement will be hard, because these are things about which I am certain, and so are you. But our professionalism will be enhanced by the dialectic and by the recognition that we may both be effective educators, shaped by history, circumstance and context, and by ethics and belief. Our critics focus on those things that are highly specific certainties and they have lost confidence in our high order shared certainties; because we hardly ever state them. ConstantsSince our profession first emerged, there have been some constants in the social and institutional purposes and constructs of education. In the most global sense, and for the purposes of this talk, these areTeachingLearning, andSchooling There are some constants of education that work across all these broad domains for both teachers and students, for example, social relationships, families, well-being, health, aspirations, and the relationship between the teacher and the learner. Some of the constants in teaching that would I identify have been:that teachers make a difference to the lives of their students,that teachers work from ethical frameworks,the aspirational ‘love’ that teachers have for all their students, in terms of achievement, self-valuing and happiness, that teaching is a professional act, requiring particular knowledge, skills, values and dispositions and is particular to teachers (though the term teaching is more widely used in society, it is seen in terms of the ‘teacher role’, eg teaching my daughter to drive, suggests a particular persona and relationship)the diagnostic role of assessment which is for the teacher a way of gauging their effectiveness and for determining courses of action. Some of the learning constants I wish to identify for this talk may be a little more contentious, as they include:memorization of information, ‘knowledge’ and processes, or in contemporary ICT based jargon, ‘storing new content’, for example, letters for reading, sounds for speaking, the brake pedal for effective drivingfamiliarization by working with information and knowledge, including a general level of familiarity with information or process, conceptual knowledge, applying processes to achieve particular outcomes, writing a report, and those sorts of learnings.researching and referencing learning by knowing where and how to access knowledge, processes, people etc. creating knowledge through meta-cognition by theorising, scientific studies, ‘creative’ writing, etc.knowing more than is taughtcreating capacities to operate locally and globally, the Catholic church taught Latin, internet, inter-culurality.  Schooling does not have those connotations of ‘training’ and ‘conforming’ for me that it may have for you. To me it simply describes the institutionalisation of teaching and learning that our society chooses. For me it includes as constants:that schooling has never been the only source of learning and the acquisition of culturally and personally significant knowledge and skills, (Sunday school to the internet).disciplinary knowledge and cultural constructs of knowledge/skillsthe reflection of social, religious, political constructs and priorities of the timesthat schooling is a social construct with few adults and large numbers of children in a social microcosmthat children have grown up questioning social structures and injustices and seeking a resolution of themthat there is a generalised culture of schools, and a particular school culturethat students have acted as curriculum determiners, in particular as they have brought latest technology into the classroom, biros, calculators, computers, mobile phones, iPods.  These constants are all very well, but society is changing and the forces acting upon education are very different from those in the past. The ‘basic’ social, economic, political and cultural building blocks are different. How do these ‘constants’ manifest themselves in contemporary teaching, learning and schooling?  The nature and aspirations of Australia have shifted and our students are different, behave differently and have different expectations from schooling. Our students inhabit, navigate, manipulate and shape a society which is both technologically-rich and information-rich. The individual student, and not the class, has become the learning organizational unit. The fundamentals of teaching: certainties and constants Certainties are those assertions, tenets of faith, convictions that we hold, and that determine the ways that we teach. They may not be shared by all in our profession, or by society, they may not be an evidential fact, but they are ‘truth’ for us and provide a rationale for individual teachers or group of teachers to act as they do.  ‘Doubt’ and ‘contestation’ both personal and group, are an inherent adjunct of the notions of certainties. Not only will you question my certainties but I will question them myself, particularly in situations where ambiguity is the dominant paradigm. But our certainties drive us in our work. The degree of shared certainties is most common among groups and within groups at the most general level. Conflicted views of these certainties occur along a graded scale of shared convictions. The more global the certainty, the more widely it is accepted. The more specific certainties become the more they are rejected by those with most few shared convictions, for examplethe existence of a God is rejected by atheists, the Godliness of Christ is rejected by Jews and Muslims,aspects of transubstantiation are rejected by Anglicans, the infallibility of the Pope is rejected by some Catholics. It is true for our profession as well. 



Prof Per Dalin’s ‘constants’
1. Students need to learn basic knowledge and skills
• (He includes their language, subject discipline structures, basic numerical competence, 

natural & social sciences, the ability to deal with at least one foreign language, the 
understanding the structure of scientific paradigms)

2.  'Basic' is also to learn to learn
• (He describes the ability to connect new information with an existing understanding of the 

structure of a subject field, understanding the impact of context, reasoning, goal setting, 
self-critical skills)

3.  Problem solving
• ("However important an understanding of subject fields is, that is not sufficient in today's 

world, and it certainly will not be sufficient in tomorrow's world")
4.  Communication
• Skills of communicating in a 'horizontal' society.  These must be learnt/taught, not 

acquired simply by using them with students gaining increasing insights – linked to foreign 
language mastery –globalisation – includes data and picture communication and analysis)

5. Knowledge & Understanding
• (Understanding is something more than knowing: we understand something first when it 

has meaning, when it leads to practical use, when it leads to insight – creating new 
knowledge is significant)

6.  Closeness (intimacy) and belonging
• (Need for adult role models and models of relationships and of ‘love’ in the school.)
7.  The consumer and the producer
• (Important for students to learn how to be producers – goods, services, creativity, ideas, 

politics. Also important for students to learn to be critical consumers and to develop and 
apply values, and ethics)
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As stated, these changes do not require a new set of basics. All students continue to need to be literate and numerate and capable communicators. It is also important not to lose sight of your ‘certainties’, they will still be applicable, and they will shape what you do so you need to be aware of them. The constants apply, they have for 150 years.  Professor Per Dalin from Norway has been working internationally since 1987 on the needs of schools in the future: the European school of 2020.  He argues that we live in a paradigm shift involving revolutions in politics, technology, knowledge, information and communication, globalization and so on.  The lives of our children and youth are undergoing fundamental changes and they will create new societies, school for them is ‘real life’ and learning must improve their understanding of their day, as well as their future. Dalin asks "What does this mean for today and tomorrow?" in a paper entitled: Towards schooling for the 21st century (May 2001) He sees the starting point of successful school improvement as a desire to meet 'the learning needs of students and youth', and that should encompass the following:1. Students need to learn basic knowledge and skills(He includes their language, subject discipline structures, basic numerical competence, natural & social sciences, the ability to deal with at least one foreign language, the understanding the structure of scientific paradigms) 2.  'Basic' is also to learn to learn(He describes the ability to connect new information with an existing understanding of the structure of a subject field, understanding the impact of context, reasoning, goal setting, self-critical skills) 3.  Problem solving("However important an understanding of subject fields is, that is not sufficient in today's world, and it certainly will not be sufficient in tomorrow's world") 4.  Communication(Skills of communicating in a 'horizontal' society.  These must be learnt/taught, not acquired simply by using them with students gaining increasing insights – linked to foreign language mastery –globalisation – includes data and picture communication and analysis) 5. Knowledge & Understanding(Understanding is something more than knowing: we understand something first when it has meaning, when it leads to practical use, when it leads to insight – creating new knowledge is significant) 6.  Closeness (intimacy) and belonging(Need for adult role models and models of relationships and of ‘love’ in the school.) 7.  The consumer and the producer(Important for students to learn how to be producers – goods, services, creativity, ideas, politics. Also important for students to learn to be critical consumers and to develop and apply values, and ethics) 



• Successful 
schools 
understand that 
the direct 
improvement of 
teaching and 
learning in every 
classroom comes 
via a constellation 
of individuals and 
groups who 
undertake a 
myriad of 
activities and 
initiatives.

Carl Glickman Leadership for Learning: 
How to help teachers succeed, 

ASCD
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So what are we to do?Get rid of the mush, accept a degree of ambiguity and incoherence, assert the role of the teacher and reframe the certainties and constants of education. Lets get rid of the notion of ‘reform’. We know what we are doing as teachers, we need to construct what we are doing in ways that work in contemporary times, we have been doing that as a profession for 150 years and we can do it now.  But this requires professional knowledge, intellect, planning and action.Successful schools understand that the direct improvement of teaching and learning in every classroom comes via a constellation of individuals and groups who undertake a myriad of activities and initiatives. Carl Glickman Leadership for Learning: How to help teachers succeed, ASCD The most effective improvements will result if we take some time to identify our certainties and those of our colleagues and consider them in relation to the purposes of schooling and St Mary’s College, and work out which ones we are going to assert to our school and school community. The constants you identify allow you individually and collectively to examine what you do with your students in a professional and detailed way. You will get down to the practicalities of learning: what will the student do and therefore know, be able to do and to understand.  You will also get down to communal practicalities of timetables, school culture and resources which have such an impact as enablers of effective teaching. Hopefully you will deescalate much of the rhetoric and language use around education so that your community will understand what you value and are doing to achieve those values. Hopefully you will have a school that is a professionally happy place with much regard for individuals who are pleased to be there. Jim DellitOctober 2005Copyright retained – not to be cited without permission.jim.dellit@unisa.edu.au  ReferencesBruckman, A. 1998. "The day after Net Day: approaches to educational use of the internet", in Convergence; 1999; Vol 5 No 1. USACoffield, F. 2002.  "Skills for the future: I've got a little list" in Assessment in Education, Vol 9, No 1, 2002.Dellit J. 2002. Making Languages work: school models to consider. South Australia. DETE.Delors J, et al 1995. Learning: the treasure within. UNESCO PublishingGordon, D., 2002. "Curriculum access in the digital age." in Harvard Education Letter, Vol 18 No 1. February 2002.Institute for Learning Technologies. 2000. Smart Cities: New York: electronic education for the new millennium. New York. Columbia UniversityKearns, P. 2001. Review of research: generic skills for the new economy. Australia: ANTA, NCVER. Khoo, S., McDonald, P., Giorgas, D., Birrell, B.  2002. Second generation Australians. Australia: DIMIA.Mason J, Lefrere P. 2003. Trust and collaboration: their role in e-learning and organisational transformation. Adelaide. Education.au.Richardson, Virginia, 2003, Constructivist Pedagogy, Teachers College Record, Vol 105, Number 9, Dec 2003, Columbia University.Sull D. 2000. 'Why good companies go bad' in the Harvard Business Review OnPoint, USA Harvard University.Trent, F., Slade, M. 2001. Declining rates of achievement and retention: the perceptions of adolescent males. Australia: DETYA.U.S. DCTA. 2002, Visions 2020: transforming education and training through advanced technologies. Washington: OTPolicy.Youth Pathways Action Plan Taskforce. 2001. Footprints to the future: report of the Prime Minister's Youth Pathways Action Plan Taskforce. Australia: Ausinfo.  SOME USEFUL BOOKS John Dewey – Democracy and Education – 1916.  Yes, an old war-horse, but historically and currently important, eg 'it is the particular task of education at the present time to struggle in behalf of an aim in which social efficiency and personal culture are synonyms instead of antagonists." A host of ASCD books, available from the website above, including: Classroom instruction that works: research based strategies for increasing student achievement 2001 Education in a new era 2000 Multiple intelligences and student achievement 1999 Education on the edge of possibility 1997 So each may learn: integrating learning styles and multiple intelligences 2000 Integrated curriculum 2000 Teaching with the brain in mind 1998 Learning and memory: the brain in action 1999 Darling-Hammond et al A license to teach Westview Press, USA, 1995 Ainley et al, Schools and the social development of young Australians ACER Australia, 1998.   
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